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Résumé
This book includes the following topics regarding ancient Greek bronze coins: Sources and identification; Experimental procedures; Analyses according to localities such as, Macedon, Athens, Dependencies of Athens, Sicyon, Corinth, Sicily, Olbia, Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt; Composition of contemporaneous Roman coins of alloyed copper; Chronological variations in the proportions of the principal components; Possible explanations of the chronological variations in the proportions of tin and lead; General view of the nature and the proportions of the minor components or impurities; Microstructure; and Applications.

Établissement d’origine
Most scholars of ancient Greek coinage point to the Sicilian coinage of the fifth through third century BC as an artistic high point, while others look to the coinage of the Hellenistic monarchs, a fact captured in verse by Frank Sherman Benson's A Cabinet Of Greek Coins ... The age of ancient Greek coins is also a great attraction. Rarity is sought by many collectors, and collecting Greek coins offers many rarities along with art and age. For this reason many collectors find ancient Greek coinage a much more interesting way to collect their rarities. Bronze coinage. Greek Coins from a certain region or city. Find something in collecting Greek coins, that interests you and read up on that subject. The Composition of Ancient Greek Bronze Coins: Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society, V11, 1939 Paperback – 15 October 2011. by Earle Radcliffe Caley (Author). See all 2 formats and editions Hide other formats and editions. Start by marking “The Composition of Ancient Greek Bronze Coins: Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society, V11, 1939” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read.